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Student-centered learning environments (SCLEs) “provide interactive, complimentary activities that enable individuals to address unique learning interests and needs, study multiple levels of complexity, and deepen understanding (Hannafin & Land, 1997, p. 168). This general framework is used in the learning sciences to delineate design methods that support personal sense making via problem contexts enriched with technology tools, resources, and scaffolding (Quintana, Shin, Norris, & Soloway, 2006). Such environments facilitate student- or self-directed learning by enabling students to productively engage complex, open-ended problems that are aligned authentically with the practices, culture, or processes of a domain.

During the past two decades, new frameworks for designing learning environments have emerged in response to constructivist-inspired views of learning (Jonassen, 1991). Such views represented a fundamental shift in the paradigms of learning and design during the 1990s, but few guidelines were available for designers to create learner-centered environments. Likewise, as technologies advanced, approaches evolved to integrate digital resources, tools, and connectivity to expand the designer’s toolkit. These shifts in the learning–design–technology landscape required corresponding shifts in theoretical and design frameworks to capture emerging viewpoints and technologies for learning (Hannafin & Land, 1997).

The National Research Council Report (Bransford et al., 2000), How People Learn, established principled-based approaches to designing learner-centered environments, emphasizing learning with understanding and the importance of social and cultural contexts in learning. These perspectives require very different approaches to design, teaching, and assessment, including the importance of learner preconceptions, deep, usable knowledge, and metacognition as processes that mediate individual learning. One implication for learning-environment design drawn by the NRC is that “schools and classrooms must be learner centered”
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(Bransford et al., p. 23). The 2006 edition of the Cambridge Handbook of the Learning Sciences further expanded the 2000 NRC report, aligning Learning Sciences research and development with the goals of student-centered learning outlined in that earlier work (Sawyer, 2006).

Despite the 2000 report detailing the prevailing views on how people learn, debate about the veracity of assumptions about learner-centered designs has re-emerged, with questions arising about the research evidence available in support of constructivist approaches (see for example, Hirsch, 2001; Kirschner et al., 2006). Indeed, unlike for traditional instruction, no unifying theory seems to guide the design of student-centered learning environments, which creates challenges for research, scalability, and generalizability. We acknowledge the efficacy of varied approaches to teaching and design, with design decisions being a byproduct of different contexts, tasks, pragmatics, and goals. This chapter focuses on introducing the tenets of student-centered learning environments that are grounded in foundations, assumptions, and methods associated with constructivist epistemology.

Theoretical Background

The Role of Epistemology in Learning Environments

Epistemological shifts have engendered a variety of innovative and provocative learning environments. Interest in student-centered teaching and learning, for example, has given rise to myriad approaches to provide flexible and powerful alternatives to the design of instruction (Jonassen, 1991). Student-centered environments, tacitly or explicitly, are designed to support individual efforts to negotiate meaning while engaging in authentic activities. Student-centered approaches reflecting epistemological variants have emerged including problem-based learning (Hmelo-Silver, 2004), anchored instruction (Cognition and Technology Group at Vanderbilt, 1992), cognitive apprenticeships (Collins, 2006), computer-supported collaborative learning (Stahl et al., 2006), learning-by-design (Kolodner, 2006), project-based learning (Krajcik & Blumenfeld, 2006), games and simulations (D. Clark et al., 2009), and open learning environments (Hannafin, Land, & Oliver, 1999). While operationalized differently, student-centered learning environments share common epistemological foundations and assumptions. SCLEs are grounded in a constructivist view of learning, where meaning is personally rather than universally defined. Such perspectives draw heavily from psychological research and theory related to areas such as situated cognition (Brown, Collins & Duguid, 1989) with attendant assumptions emphasizing the interlacing of content, context and understanding, the individual negotiation of meaning, and the construction of knowledge (Jonassen, 1991). Pedagogically, SCLEs favor rich, authentic learning
contexts over isolated, decontextualized knowledge and skill, student-centered, goal-directed inquiry over externally directed instruction, and supporting personal perspectives over canonical perspectives. Technology tools support the individual’s identification and manipulation of resources and ideas (Iiyoshi, Hannafin, & Wang, 2005).

With increased popularity, however, fundamental questions have arisen related to the kinds of learning such environments support, how best to design them, and whether or not designs can be generalized across varied domains and contexts (Dick, 1991; Merrill, 1991; Kirschner et al., 2006). Numerous “how to” guidelines have been offered, but they typically lack adequate theoretical or empirical framing (Hannafin & Land, 1997). Given the unique student-centered learning goals and requirements, it may be impossible to derive an inclusive design model. Rather, we need to identify frameworks for analyzing, designing, and implementing learning environments that embody and align particular foundations, assumptions, and practices.

Clark (Clark & Hannafin, 2011) recently described “pitfalls” and shortcomings of constructivist-inspired learning environments such as discovery learning research and practice, citing examples to support his assertion that fully-guided, direct instruction results in superior performance in virtually all cases. Similar arguments have been presented for constructivist-inspired learning strategies and environments including student-centered learning, inquiry-based learning, and self-directed learning (Kirschner et al., 2006). Clark also suggested that empirical evidence generated from directed-learning studies is applicable to all types of learning independent of the associated epistemological roots. He suggests personal perspectives might unduly sustain the popularity of minimally-guided approaches in the absence of empirical evidence. Finally, Clark cautions “Far too many in our field are avoiding inconvenient evidence in favor of self-serving beliefs and opinions” (p. 375). He questions the preparation and motivation of non-adherents: “few people have the motivation or training necessary to invest the effort required to carefully review complex research on learning and instruction ... ambivalence about research training in our instructional technology and instructional systems graduate programs is certainly a contributing factor” (p. 375). He concludes that programs that do not heed his advice “risk causing harm to people who depend on us” (p. 375).

But are the goals, assumptions, and learning contexts of these approaches really comparable to those based on learning from direct instruction? Clark et al.’s guidance is only occasionally viable when the circumstances and assumptions guiding design decisions are aligned. His perspectives, methods, and findings do not align with widely adopted approaches advanced by reputable theorists, researchers, and practitioners with different perspectives. Hmelo-Silver, Duncan, and Chinn (2007) challenged Kirschner et al.’s (2006) use of the term minimal guidance:
problem-based learning (PBL) and inquiry learning (IL), are not minimally
guided instructional approaches but rather provide extensive scaffolding
and guidance to facilitate student learning” (p. 99). McCaslin and Good
(1992) noted, “the intended modern school curriculum, which is designed
to produce self-motivated, active learners, is seriously undermined
by classroom management policies that encourage, if not demand, simple
obedience” (p. 4). The authors suggest that both teachers and students
require sustained opportunities and support in order to adapt and
implement significant pedagogical changes. Optimal guidance is needed
where learning outcomes are not or cannot be explicitly predefined.

We do not argue for inherent superiority (or inferiority) of one
perspective or approach over alternatives. We do not intend to fuel what
is often a rancorous ongoing debate, but to advance a more principled
approach to linking teaching, learning, and technology. Since learning is
the goal of design, we need to clarify the type(s) of learning we mean to
facilitate. Learning systems design has evolved frameworks that provide
important and useful ways to support directed learning. So, while we
acknowledge that fully-guided direct instruction is often well-suited
to support external learning requirements, these same methods and
models cannot adequately support learning that has become increasingly
spontaneous and self-directed within and across formal (e.g., independent
follow-up on debates related to global warming or Jefferson’s ancestry)
and informal settings (e.g., learning the causes of home garden infestations
or the impact of recent tax laws on personal finances). We acknowledge
that different learning goals exist, recognize the implications of these
perspectives on design and learning, and identify strategies that are best
aligned with and appropriate for a given learning need.

**Grounded Design**

Grounded design is “the systematic implementation of processes and
procedures that are rooted in established theory and research in human
learning” (Hannafin et al., 1997, p. 102). Grounded approaches
emphasize the alignment of core foundations and assumptions, and the
linking of methods and approaches in ways that are consistent with
their corresponding epistemological perspectives. It does not advocate
or presume the inherent superiority of a specific epistemology or
methodology for design. Rather, grounded design provides a framework
for reconciling diverse design practices with the basic tenets of their
associated belief systems. We have previously outlined the importance of
alignment among psychological, pedagogical, technological, pragmatic,
and cultural foundations of a learning environment.

Grounded student-centered learning environments support learners
as they negotiate multiple rather than singular points of view, reconcile
competing and conflicting perspectives and beliefs, and construct
personally-relevant meaning accordingly. Key overarching assumptions and values are reflected in seemingly diverse environments. For instance, one environment might support collaboration activities to facilitate shared meaning of scientific practices; others might rely upon individually-mediated use of technology tools to generate, test, and refine personal theories. Both environments emphasize learning as a goal-directed activity, yet each provides a somewhat different context to support learner-constructed meaning (e.g., rich technological support, rich social support). What is important from a grounded design perspective is that the design decisions, features, and sequences of the learning environment align with theoretically-grounded perspectives on learning and associated pedagogy.

Grounded design, therefore, involves the simultaneous alignment of each foundation in order to optimize coincidence across all foundations; as the intersection across foundations increases, the better grounded the design. A wide array of psychological perspectives can be drawn upon, for which a multitude of pedagogical alternatives is available. All perspectives and methods, however, are not interchangeable; in grounded design they are interdependent. By default or design, many learning environments simply do not adhere to the definition, foundations, assumptions, and methods of grounded instruction. This is the case both for designs that purport to be instruction but fail to reflect the requisite alignment as well as for learning environments that are rooted in fundamentally different perspectives. Compared with instructivist methodologies, for example, student-centered approaches support different learning goals, utilize different methods, and adopt different assumptions about the nature of knowing and understanding. However, as with instruction, not all alleged student-centered learning environments are well grounded. Many environments are rooted in appropriate foundations, yet the methods are incompatible with the associated assumptions. Gaps frequently exist between the presumed underlying constructivist epistemology and the associated affordances and activities (Perkins, 1985; Salomon, 1986). For example, learner-controlled, directed practice may be mischaracterized as a constructivist methodology despite the concurrent focus on explicit instruction; conversely, a complete absence of external support may be mistaken for student-centered learning when needed scaffolding is not provided. For constructivist as well as other learning environments, grounded educational practices align foundations, assumptions, and methods as a matter of design. Explicating alternative theories for grounding design of SCLEs is the primary purpose of this book.

We consider four conditions as basic to grounded design practice. First, designs must be rooted in a defensible and publicly acknowledged theoretical framework. Learning environments are grounded to the extent that core foundations are identified and aligned; they link corresponding foundations, associated assumptions, and methods. Next,
methods must be consistent with the outcomes of research conducted to test, validate, or extend the theories upon which they are based. Grounded design methods have been evaluated in instances, cases, and research; grounded design practice builds upon tested and proven approaches. In addition, grounded designs are generalizable, that is, they transcend the individual instances in which isolated success may be evident, and can be adapted or adopted by other designers. This does not suggest a literal, algorithmic mapping of methods according to strictly defined conditions, but rather the heuristics-based application of design processes appropriate in comparable circumstances. Finally, grounded designs and their frameworks are validated iteratively through successive implementation. Methods are proven effective in ways that support the theoretical framework upon which they are based, and extend the framework itself as successive implementations clarify the approach. The design processes and methods continuously inform, test, validate, or contradict the theoretical framework and assumptions upon which they were based, and vice versa.

Key Assumptions and Methods of Student-Centered Learning Environments

Student-centered learning environments reflect several key assumptions about the nature of learning, the structure of the environment, and role of the learner (Hannafin & Land, 1997). Despite differences manifested in various student-centered designs, several core values and assumptions can be identified: (a) centrality of the learner in defining meaning; (b) scaffolded participation in authentic tasks and sociocultural practices; (c) importance of prior and everyday experiences in meaning construction; and (d) access to multiple perspectives, resources, and representations.

The Centrality of the Learner in Defining Their Own Meaning

In student-centered environments, the overarching focus is to support the learner to actively construct meaning. External learning goals may be established, but the learner determines how to proceed based on individual needs and questions that arise while generating and testing beliefs (Hannafin, Land, & Oliver, 1999). For example, the WISE project operationalizes a framework of scaffolded knowledge integration (Linn, 2006) in the design of computer-based, student-centered support for science learning. In the thermodynamics environment, for instance, students engage with a virtual laboratory to inquire, experiment, and compare predictions with simulated outcomes about the temperature of objects around them. Rather than simply read about thermodynamics, students are encouraged to make connections to everyday experiences, collect real data, and conduct virtual scientific investigations about
fundamental thermodynamics concepts. As they conduct an investigation, such as the effects of different types of materials on rate of thermal conduction, they use simulation tools to progressively develop, test, and refine explanations of their findings. Although the environment is designed to constrain exploration of thermodynamics concepts in productive and sequenced ways, the focus is on the learner’s own efforts to make sense and actively build upon what they know.

Presumably, given opportunities to make choices and pursue individual interests, learners evolve greater responsibility for their own learning. In traditional instructional environments, learners are often denied opportunities to develop the decision-making, self-monitoring, and attention-checking skills necessary to optimize learning experiences (Perkins, 1993; Sawyer, 2006). Learners become increasingly compliant in their learning, viewing the task as one of matching their meanings to those expected by external agents (McCaslin & Good, 1992). In contrast, successful learners evolve a variety of strategies to plan and pursue goals, integrate new and existing knowledge, formulate questions and inferences, and continually review and reorganize their thinking (Bransford et al., 2000).

Consequently, student-centered environments scaffold student thinking and actions to facilitate ongoing management and refinement of what they know (Hannafin, Land, & Oliver, 1999). Because learners new to a domain may lack important strategic knowledge for managing the learning processes, “learners can be overwhelmed by the complexity of options available, making it difficult to direct their investigations, see what steps are relevant and productive, and make effective activity decisions” (Quintana et al., 2004, p. 359). Accordingly, the process of managing inquiry (i.e., proceeding through an open-ended task by keeping track of findings, deciding what to pursue next, determining how available tools and resources are useful in a problem, and reflecting on what is being learned) are supported through structures and guidance embedded into the environment (Quintana et al., 2004). The individual uniquely defines and monitors understanding to promote autonomy and ownership of the learning process, but these processes often will not occur spontaneously without explicit support.

**Implications for Design**

SCLE designs afford cyclical supports to engage various cycles or progressions of inquiry (Schwartz et al., 1999). Designs use increasingly complex problems around a central concept, beginning with learner articulation of initial ideas. Learners progressively refine and reconstruct initial ideas through activities such as comparing ideas with experts or data, engaging in self-directed inquiry, testing ideas through experimentation, vetting formative ideas publically, and creating artifacts
of their understanding. For instance, WISE design features encourage learner-defined meaning using built-in prompts to predict outcomes before experimenting (eliciting learner preconceptions), deciding which factors to investigate, simulating outcomes of student-designed virtual experiments, and comparing and reflecting upon differences between predicted and data-based outcomes. Students are guided to search for patterns in the data to critically examine their initial ideas and to refine their explanations more scientifically.

Schwartz et al.’s (1999) framework for guided inquiry supports students to engage cycles of progressively complex challenges, generate their own ideas on how to address the challenges, compare ideas with others and reflect on the differences, develop, assess, and revise understanding, and ultimately present a final solution or product publically. Similar strategies are apparent in other SCLEs, such as problem-based learning (Hmelo-Silver, 2004). Although the problem or activity is structured and constrained for students, the iterative learning process is driven by students’ initial ideas that are progressively refined through access to additional information, representations, experiments, or perspectives.

Scaffolded Participation in Authentic Tasks and Sociocultural Practices

Student-centered learning is rooted in situated learning theory, which explains that knowledge, thinking, and the contexts for learning are inextricably tied and situated in practice (Brown et al., 1989). Barab and Duffy (2000, p. 26; Chapter 2) wrote that situativity theory “suggests a reformulation of learning in which practice is not conceived of as independent of learning and in which meaning is not conceived of as separate from the practices and contexts in which it was negotiated.” A community of practice (Lave & Wènerg, 1991) involves “a collection of individuals sharing mutually defined practices, beliefs, and understandings over an extended time frame in the pursuit of a shared enterprise” (Barab & Duffy, p. 36) that legitimize, use, and advance the practices of a domain. Understandings, as well as identities, are believed to develop through participation in authentic practice. The practices, situations, and processes of a community frame how knowledge is meaningfully used.

While all learning is contextually based, not all contexts support the application of knowledge equally. Knowledge acquired in decontextualized contexts, for example, tends to be inert and of little practical utility (Whitehead, 1929). For instance, learning to solve classical textbook mathematical equations independently of their authentic context tends to promote isolated, naive, and over-simplified understanding (Brown et al., 1989). Learners may successfully solve near transfer problems (e.g., other textbook problems) where the algorithm can be equivalently matched, but fail to flexibly apply or critically reason through a problem on far-transfer or novel tasks (Perkins & Simmons, 1988). In situated contexts,
learning occurs as a consequence of a learner’s recognizing knowledge’s practical utility as well as the need to use it in an attempt to interpret, analyze, and solve real-world problems.

Implications for Design

Rather than treating knowledge as isolated content to be processed, elaborated, and retrieved, student-centered environments promote authentic practices that situate knowledge-in-use (Sawyer, 2006). In the context of schooling, Barab and Duffy (2000; Chapter 2) use the metaphor of “practice fields” to describe learning environments that engage children in “practicing” the kinds of problems and practices that may be encountered in real-world, out-of-school contexts and communities. They identify several design strategies for designing practice fields: (1) students should do domain-related practices, not just learn about them; (2) students need to take ownership of the inquiry; (3) coaching and modeling of thinking skills is needed; (4) students should be provided with explicit opportunity for reflection; (5) dilemmas are ill-structured and complex; (6) learners must be supported to engage the authentic complexity of the task, rather than simplifying the dilemma with unrealistic problems; (7) students work in teams to address contextualized problems.

Participation in authentic practices cannot be operationalized successfully without scaffolding the “gulf of expertise that lies between the novice learner and the more developed understanding or expertise embodied by an expert in the domain” (Quintana et al., 2006, p. 121). Children or newcomers to a domain cannot be seen as full practitioners in the same way as professional architects, scientists, or athletes. However, Edelson and Reiser (2006) suggest that children can be supported to engage in and reflect on authentic practices, provided they are developmentally and representationally accessible. They suggest that authentic practice involves engaging students in the disciplinary practices of professional practitioners. Although children or newcomers lack the expertise to solve the same problems as practicing scientists or historians, they can engage in activities that are consistent with them and/or that have connections to real-world activities that can be directly experienced.

According to Edelson and Reiser (2006), designing to support authentic practice is complex, but has many potential benefits: (a) authentic practices may be encountered outside of school in personally consequential ways, increasing their relevance; (b) increased motivation may result from applying knowledge to meaningful contexts; and (c) the structure of knowledge, or the epistemology of the domain, can become more obvious as a result of engaging in disciplinary practices. They suggest four design heuristics to support learning in authentic contexts: (a) situate authentic practices in meaningful contexts; (b) reduce the complexity of authentic practices; (c) make implicit elements of authentic practices explicit; and
sequence learning activities according to a developmental progression (p. 336). Similar pedagogical strategies, well-aligned with psychological foundations of situated cognition, are commonly cited foundations for problem-based learning (Savery, 2006) and anchored instruction (Cognition and Technology Group at Vanderbilt, 1992).

**Importance of Prior and Everyday Experiences**

Individual beliefs and experiences provide uniquely personal frameworks for new understanding. Contemporary views on learning recognize that prior knowledge and experience form the conceptual referent from which new knowledge is organized and assimilated, and that learners’ prior knowledge and beliefs influence what they perceive, organize, and interpret (Bransford et al., 2000). Understanding continuously and dynamically evolves, as ideas are generated, expanded, tested, and revised (Land & Hannafin, 1996). Learners hold powerful, often naïve and incomplete, beliefs that are deeply rooted in their everyday experience. While individual models tend to be tacit and sometimes at odds with accepted notions, they provide the basis through which learners interpret and explain new concepts. Such beliefs tend to persist even in the face of contradictory evidence; simply telling children that not all heavy objects sink or that the earth is round often fails. Instead, teachers and designers must use methods of eliciting pre-existing beliefs and actively building upon them (Bransford et al., 2000).

SCLEs often employ problem contexts designed to link everyday experiences and build upon what students know. When learning is anchored in everyday contexts, learners are more likely to understand how concepts are applied and why they are useful, thus facilitating transfer (Bransford et al., 2000). Making connections to everyday contexts guides students to enrich and integrate schooling and life experiences and to develop meaningful, long-lasting interests and understandings (Bell et al., 2009).

**Implications for Design**

In student-centered design practices, erstwhile tacit beliefs are frequently externalized and formalized so they can be tested. Simulations, for instance, allow learners to generate and test working models of their tacit understanding and get feedback on them (Clark et al., 2009). By varying parameters and hypothesizing outcomes, learners presumably test assumptions and revise thinking based on resultant observations. Some design approaches promote a tiered or phased approach to learning that builds upon informal or everyday experiences of learners and then subsequently extends those experiences with more formalized concepts. For instance, Clark et al. (2009) used video games to initially build strong
intuitive knowledge of physics and later introduced more formalized
corcepts and representations to extend students’ understanding of physics
corcepts. Similarly, augmented reality designs have emerged that overlay
virtual media (videos, text, data) onto GPS-tagged locations (Squire &
Jan, 2007) in order to extend the meaning of, or ways of experiencing or
observing, familiar physical locations.

Student-centered environments often utilize familiar problems or
local issues to prompt access to and deployment of personal theories
and experiences. Activities and contexts that readily connect to learners’
experiences are assumed to increase relevance and engagement. For
instance, roller coaster simulations are designed to support children’s
exploration of force and motion concepts through development of a
virtual roller coaster (Kirriemuir & McFarlane, 2003). The context
employs a familiar referent (riding roller coasters) to assist learners in
relating to-be-investigated concepts to familiar experiences. Other designs
have incorporated learners’ real dietary choices to investigate health and
nutritional science (Land et al., 2009). The everyday context is used to
induce learners’ related experiences to interpret, explain, and eventually
formalize the related scientific knowledge.

Learning is Enriched via Access to Multiple Perspectives,
Resources, and Representations

Student-centered learning environments focus on enriching and
extending learning through a variety of perspectives, resources, and
representations. Such environments may use teacher–student or student–
student interactions to model or scaffold reflection and performance (see
for example, Palincsar & Brown, 1984). Accordingly, varied perspectives
from teachers, experts, or peers can be coordinated to form a knowledge
base from which learners evaluate and negotiate varied sources of meaning.
Varied methods and perspectives are viewed as critical to developing
deeper, divergent, and more flexible thinking processes.

Computer tools are also used in SCLEs to enhance, augment, or
extend thinking or perspectives (Pea, 1985). Multiple representations
may be supported by visualizing ideas. By accessing alternative ways to
represent “hard-to-see” concepts and to manipulate them (e.g., tools that
allow learners to change the tilt of the earth’s axis and distance from
the sun in order to simulate the seasons), learners consider concepts and
ideas in ways that would typically be inaccessible. Computing tools such
as simulations, GPS data and maps, and virtual worlds allow learners to
visualize and experience complex representations of concepts, thus adding
to the richness of perspectives available on the topic. The externalized
representations enable new forms of discourse and engagement (Roth,
1995).
SCLEs promote learning via varied perspectives, representations, and resources using strategies such as structuring opportunities to integrate and share personal experiences or observations. For instance, the WISE environment described previously (Linn, 2006) uses Web technology to support sharing of learner-constructed evidence to evaluate scientific phenomena. Students can browse databases of evidence constructed by themselves, as well as with other students and teachers. Learners review the varied, and sometimes conflicting, evidence to determine whether it supports or contradicts their position. As divergent views are deliberated, learners inquire further to reconcile differences and refine explanations. Hedberg and Chang (2007) describe the G-Portal digital repository that represents a collection of geographic objects that can be represented in layers (e.g., beach profiles, vegetation). In one study, students were tasked with solving an authentic problem involving land use planning for a mock beach resort, representing data spatially and collecting resources and notes in group project spaces to inform their problem. Students presented multiple forms of argumentation during inquiry and developed presentation artifacts with recommendations regarding resort siting under specific conditions.

Design Components and Methods

SCLEs are generally comprised of four primary components, though the methods and strategies used vary depending on the goals and contexts in which they are applied (Hannafin et al., 1999). Contexts represent the nature of the overall problems or tasks that guide and orient students to learning. They span a continuum of structure—from contexts that specify problems and outcomes, but allow for individual exploration (e.g., simulations that allow manipulation of a small number of variables around a specific set of concepts) to externally-generated problems (e.g., problem-based approaches that require solutions to an ill-defined problem) to contexts that are uniquely defined (e.g., personally-defined problems in everyday life, such as needing to learn new knowledge and skills to manage a newly-diagnosed medical condition).

Tools offer technology-based support for representing, organizing, manipulating, or constructing understanding. Hannafin et al. (1999) characterize three types of tools typically employed in learning environments:

- Processing tools (i.e., tools that aid in cognitive processing, information seeking, collecting, organizing, integrating, and reflecting);
- Manipulation tools (i.e., tools that function based on user input, changing and testing parameters, and visualizing effects); and
Communication tools (i.e., tools that promote social interaction and dialog).

Visualization tools are designed to allow detailed viewing of a phenomenon that might not be visible without such representations (Clark et al., 2009). Web 2.0 tools have expanded the types of tools easily available to designers to support student creation and production of artifacts. Such production tools, in combination with available downloadable software, can be integrated into a learning environment to enhance processing and reflection. For instance, students might use existing software tools to create computer games without prior programming experience (Peppler & Kafai, 2007), construct sharable concept maps to represent and organize their thinking, or create podcasts to organize and present what is being learned. Mobile computing tools have expanded the contexts for student-centered learning beyond the desktop and out into real physical surroundings. Mobile apps and handheld tools, for instance, enable GPS capability, scientific measurement, audio and video capture, as well as augmented reality of GPS-tagged locations.

Resources represent source information and content, and may range from static information resources related to the topic under study (e.g., text, video) to dynamically-evolving resources that are socially-constructed (e.g., WIKIs, blogs). Web 2.0 tools, for example, enable creation of sharable resources, and mobile tools support information to be pushed to users at the point of demand, based on GPS location (Pastore, Land, & Jung, 2011).

Scaffolds are support mechanisms designed to aid an individual’s efforts to understand and are typically designed to provide the following functions (Hannafin et al., 1999):

- Conceptual guidance on concepts related to the problem;
- Metacognitive guidance on how to reflect, plan, and monitor;
- Procedural guidance on how to use the environment’s features and proceed through the environment; and
- Strategic guidance on how to approach the task or refine strategies.

Quintana et al.’s (2004) review of student-centered environments synthesized a framework characterizing three main categories of scaffolds: (a) sense-making, (i.e., scaffolds to enable learners to generate and test hypotheses, manipulate and inspect representations, make comparisons, construct explanations, or highlight disciplinary strategies); (b) process management (i.e., scaffolds to constrain and guide learners to be able to better manage the complexity of the environment); and (c) articulation and reflection (i.e., scaffolds to support reviewing, reflecting, synthesizing, and expressing). Scaffolding serves the role of helping
learners to productively engage the complexity, authenticity, and open-endedness of the environment.

Types of Student-Centered Learning Environments

Student-centered learning environments draw upon a variety of design methods, tools, scaffolds, and problems, and often look very different from one another. However, despite apparent differences across learning environments, they generally follow from an overarching theoretical foundation and set of learning goals. This section categorizes and describes various student-centered learning environments to illustrate similarities and differences in foundations and designs.

Problem-based Learning

Savery (2006, p. 9) defines problem-based learning as “an instructional (and curricular) learner-centered approach that empowers learners to conduct research, integrate theory and practice, and apply knowledge and skills to develop a viable solution to a defined problem.” Problem-based learning (PBL) originated within medical school curricula as a method to help medical students learn clinical problem-solving skills in a real-world context. PBL uses an authentic, ill-structured problem as the frame for learning new knowledge and skills connected to a real application. In a medical school example, students might explore a hypothetical patient case. They are then progressively supported to consider, develop, and refine explanations of important physiological concepts linked to observations from the case. Learners engage in a self-directed learning process that proceeds from generating initial explanations about possible causes of the problem (Hmelo-Silver, 2004). Students ask questions to clarify the problem and generate “learning issues” (often recorded on a whiteboard) to investigate further. Students investigate these learning issues outside of class and reconvene to discuss what was learned and to generate new learning issues. As the causes and solutions are generated, students are prompted to explain and reflect upon them according to the relevant concepts and principles.

PBL often relies on a skilled facilitator to scaffold the problem-based inquiry and use of the whiteboard as a metacognitive scaffold to guide students through the process. Resources play a prominent role, as students independently research relevant domain information to help them represent and solve the problem. The approach has been extended to both K-12 and higher education contexts, where the focus is on using realistic problems of practice or a domain as the context for learning (Savery, 2006).
Learning Communities

Learning communities (see Chapter 11) comprise groups of learners who work together to learn and model authentic, domain-related practices (Palincsar & Brown, 1984). Bielaczyc and Collins (1999, p. 271) state that “the defining quality of a learning community is that there is a culture of learning in which everyone is involved in a collective effort of understanding.” They identify four characteristics of learning communities: (a) varied areas of expertise are encouraged and facilitated; (b) goals are to advance the collective knowledge of the community; (c) learning how to learn and create knowledge is emphasized; and (d) mechanisms or technologies for sharing what is learned are central.

Knowledge Forum, a well-known example of a learning community, is based on knowledge-building theoretical and pedagogical perspectives (Scardamalia & Bereiter, 2006). This work emphasizes collective building and improvement of ideas, and technology tools support students to post their ideas and notes, comment on and add to others’ ideas, organize their own and others’ ideas according to different conceptual frames, and to add varied graphical representations. Students are agents of their own understanding, and participate in a culture that generates and contributes to both individual and collective knowledge.

Stickler and Hampel (2010) describe the Cyber Deutsch collaborative language learning environment grounded in socioconstructivist theories, where students interacted with each other through various tools and learned language by practicing language forms and communicating authentically. Students completed various activities in both synchronous FlashMeeting videoconferences and asynchronous discussion forums, and leveraged Web 2.0 tools such as survey editors to question one another as well as blogs and wikis to practice writing collaboratively with ample opportunities for commenting and peer edits.

Communities of Practice (COP)

A community of practice (see Chapters 2 and 12) involves a group of individuals who share practices, beliefs, and understandings in pursuit of a shared enterprise (Barab & Duffy, 2000). In COPs, practice is not considered independent of learning and the contexts in which it is negotiated (Brown, Collins, & Duguid, 1989). The COP framework emphasizes how communities learn outside of the classroom, and emerged from research based on traditional craft apprentices (Lave & Wenger, 1991). Learning in these contexts centers on participation and the ways that newcomers progressively enter into a more central role in the community. As a result of participation, both practices and identities advance (Barab & Duffy, 2000).
Design efforts have focused on using technology with communities of practice to enhance knowledge sharing and to tighten the bonds between existing workplace communities (Hoadley & Kilner, 2005). For example, Company Command (Hoadley & Kilner) is an online COP for US Army officers that brings together company commanders across the globe to help each other advance their practice. Similarly designed COPs include those used to enhance preservice and newly practicing teacher practice (Barab et al., 2002), and automobile sales and service representatives’ sharing of stories and best practices (Land et al., 2009).

**Gaming, Virtual Worlds, and Simulation Environments**

Balasubramanian and Wilson (2005) note that researchers often attempt to differentiate between games and simulations, but find “more commonalities than differences.” deFreitas and Griffiths (2008) describe recent simultaneous convergences in gaming that have further blurred the boundaries with implications for education. For example, gaming has converged with cinema by employing similar software tools to create authentic 3D environments. Gaming has also converged with the Web by making collaborative multiplayer environments and virtual worlds (MUVEs) available online with Web 2.0 tools for chatting and generating content related to the experience. Further, gaming has converged with mobile devices by making handheld games accessible to more users and opening up opportunities to apply games outside of traditional classroom spaces in the field. Tools such as Scratch (Calder, 2010) increase opportunities for game players to design and share games that suit personal learning interests. To utilize games and simulations in education, it is necessary to plan strategies and scaffolding that will best expose students to core concepts.

Civilization III is a hybrid game/simulation environment that has been applied in some education contexts for learning about historical development and nation building. The program has rules such as a the number of food units that must be produced to sustain a population of a given size, and the number of land units that can be put into production around a city. Authentic scenarios play out with students sponsoring or defending against war, and recent expansion packs allow users to pit their civilizations against others online. Charsky and Ressler (2011) applied concept maps as scaffolds for 9th grade students to focus on key concepts while interacting with Civilization III in a global history class. Student motivation in concept map groups, however, declined relative to no-map groups, suggesting external scaffolds imposed on a game environment may be a challenge if they decrease the autonomous nature of play.

Spires (2008) describes Crystal Island where students engage in virtual scientific activities at a research station to address the problem of scientists becoming ill while studying microbiology concepts. The
simulation includes embedded conceptual and metacognitive scaffolds within character dialogues, and procedural scaffolds in the form of virtual lab tools for testing hypotheses. If students apply a “scattershot approach to testing hypotheses” and exceed test limits, the simulation initiates strategic scaffolds that requires students to reconsider four key components of the simulation task before they can proceed (Spires, Rowe, Mott, & Lester, in press).

Digital Repositories

In the past two decades, dramatic increases have been evident in the number of digital repositories accessible via the Web, allowing educators to access and utilize extensive data sets, maps and images, and other primary source documents featuring authentic, context-rich resources. The potential for digital repositories to support student-centered inquiry, however, is often tempered by the largely unstructured nature of these resource sets and features. Indeed, for a digital repository to support student-centered learning, appropriate learning tasks, tools, and scaffolds must be effectively integrated with the resources.

Oliver and Lee (2011) describe the Plantation Letters primary source repository that represents a collection of letters written to and from American plantation owners in the nineteenth century with a search interface to retrieve letters associated with pre-defined themes. In one lesson grounded in cognitive flexibility theory (Spiro, Feltovich, Jacobson, & Coulson, 1992), students retrieve plantation letters using health-related tags to study conditions contributing to medical problems among enslaved workers. Multiple perspectives on the concept of medical crises are supported by reading across different plantation cases presenting with chronic health problems as well as external cases of recent medical crises brought about by natural disasters. Students develop and defend a rank-ordered plan for resolving a current medical crisis with similar conditions to those described on plantations and other unhealthy sites (e.g., inadequate housing, clothing, food). Students present and discuss their plans in the Plantation Letters Ning social network to reach consensus on the most damaging conditions and the most appropriate and humane interventions.

In another more heavily scaffolded lesson created for the Plantation Letters project, students apply the SCIM-C historical inquiry strategy (Hicks, Doolittle, & Ewing, 2004), guiding their own inquiry into themes of personal interest. Students summarize information about their selected source, note contextual information within the source, make inferences about broader historical questions a teacher may pose, and monitor their assumptions and limits in interpretation. After applying SCIM to multiple sources, student then apply a fifth corroboration stage, looking for similarities or differences across sources that could further
interpretations. While SCIM-C represents a scaffolded task process to inquire into digital repositories, teachers can utilize a number of emerging Web-based tools to support this work, such as The History Engine (HE) (Benson, Chambliss, Martinez, Tomasek, & Tuten, 2009). The History Engine provides students with authentic opportunities to publish their interpretations of primary sources much like historians, and engage with historical experts and other students in further analysis and corroboration.

Constructionist Learning Environments

Learning is presumed to become more meaningful and motivational when students construct designs or projects (Kafai, 2006). Constructionist environments are designed to encourage knowledge-in-use by developing physical or digital objects that represents understanding (Kolodner, 2006; Papert, 1993). Artifacts might include physical objects like a model rocket or digital objects such as student-created computer games or videos.

Web 2.0 refers to emerging, democratic Web capabilities for users to collaboratively construct and share new information online in varied forms (e.g., user-contributed videos, reflective blogs, collaborative wiki pages). Web 2.0 tools afford functionality that allows students to generate a product or solution following discussion, play, and/or research. A Web 2.0 tool by itself may not apply to all SCLEs, but educators have designed Web 2.0 learning environments that utilize collections of tools to provide rich context, collaborations with experts and/or peers for multiple perspectives and scaffolds, and constructionist projects reflecting emergent student understandings.

Lindsay and Davis’ (2007) Flat Classroom project leverages multiple Web 2.0 tools. Middle and high school teachers around the world register their classes to discuss world-flattening concepts from Friedman’s (2007) popular text examining trends that have resulted in a more connected world (e.g., Google, globalization, mobile computing, social networks). Students collaborate across schools using both asynchronous and synchronous tools such as email and Skype to compare views, and co-construct wiki spaces and video artifacts to represent their understanding in varied themes such as innovation, entrepreneurship, and play. Students must incorporate “outsourced” video segments from partner schools in their video projects to encourage further communication and collaboration. Virtual summits are convened where students share their work and receive feedback from expert judges.

Summary

This chapter provided an overview of the theoretical foundations, assumptions, and design methods that underlie many student-centered learning environments. Since the first edition of this book in 2000,
significant advances have been made in articulating and researching pedagogical frameworks (Sawyer, 2006) as well as in utilizing technological capabilities to collaboratively construct, share, and represent what is learned. We have an increased understanding of the frameworks, potential problems, and design techniques associated with scaffolding the complex and open-ended nature of student-centered learning (Quintana et al., 2004). Also emerging more fully in the last decade are research methodologies that have been designed to address complexities in studying interactions among teachers, learners, technology, and learning processes in the naturalistic context (Barab, 2006). Such research allows theory and design to refine simultaneously. Although considerable progress has been made to advance our understanding, many questions and issues remain. It is imperative that such efforts continue not only to ground design practices more completely but also to better understand the promise and limitations of student-centered learning environments in differentiated contexts.
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